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1 Introduction 

The problem of non-stationary quantum effects in neutron· optics has 
lately been the subject of extensive discussions in the literature. Moshin
sky was, apparently, one of the first persons to approach this problem 
in 1952 [l]. He considered the evolution of a neutron wave upon instan:
taneous extraction of a perfect absorber froni'a beam of monochroiria'tib 
neutrons. Ya.B.Zel'dovich analyzed the gehe:ral probleni of peri~dic pro
cesses in 1966 and introduced the concept of qu~i-energy' [2] . The 
more this issue is dealt with, the more it becomes evident that precisely 
that publication points to the most effective strategy of experimental 
investigation of non~stationary processes in neutron optics. [3]; 

In 1976 A.S.Gerasimov and M.V'.K~zarnovsky [4] analyzed a _series 
of _non-stationary quantum phenomena, which, in prin~iple, can be ·ob
served in experiments with ultracold'neutrons (UCN). Arriong the ptob:
lems considered was the problem of UCN·reflection from a weakly os'
cillating P<?tentiaL The.present article is.directly related.to.this work. 
Below, we present a simple solution of the' proWemindiG~ted and discuss 
a quite realistic experlmentfor observing a novel quantum phenomen~n._ 
Our aim was not to present, here, a detailed review of available theoreti~ 
cal results, especially that, to a certain extent, this has been done in [5]. 
Nevertheless, we sha:11 draw attention to an experiment [6], performed· 
not long ago, in which quantum effects occurring, when neutrons are 
reflected from a vibrating surface, were observed. ·This problem was a:lso 
dealt with in [4]. Fig: 1 illustrates the difference in formulation·between 
the probleins of neutron scattering from _a vibr~ting surface .~nd fr,om an 
oscillating potential. · · 

2 Exertion. of a .periodic influence on· a -neutron 
·'·Wave· 

In [2] a new physical characteristic, quasi-energy, is shown to arise and 
permit quite a clear formulation, when the Hamiltonian exhibits an ex-
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Figure 1: Reflection from a vibrating mirror and a mirror with an oscillating potential 

plicit periodic ti~e dependence. 
By definition quasi-energy is ambiguous. It may be supplemented 

with any integer multiple of the quantity 

b,.E = 2;n' (1) 

where T is the period. A concrete case of such a phenomenon has been 

considered in [3],[7]. The problem considered therein is related to the 

pe~iodic influence of a perfect cho,pper, which after a time of T /2 instan

taneously cuts off and then opens, an initially monochromatic neutron 

beam. On the basis of the Moshinsky solution [1] and the principle of 

superposition, the following wave function is found in [3] for a periodic 

-chopper:· 

'lj;(x, t) = tei(kx-wt) + !_ I: ei(knx-wnt) 

1f n=-oo 2n - 1 ' 

Wn = w + 21r(2n -1) 
T ·. ; kn= (2mwn)l/2 

ti .. 

(2) 

(3) 

Thus, the state in the semi-space to the right represents a- ,non
stationary superposition of waves, each of which has an energy nwn and 
a rnrresponding wave number kn. These equidistant satellites are re
lated correspond, together with the non-shifted line w, to a s.ole particle 
quasi-energy. It is to be noted that the amplitudes of the satellites are 
Fourier coefficients of a rectangular function characterizing the influence 
of the chopper. 
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The relationship with the Fourier transform b.ecomes even more evi
dent, when the problem is being solved of the diffraction of monochro
matic ne~trons on a moving grating [8],[5]. Solution of the problem 
of neutron diffraction in a moving reference system connected with the 
grating raduces to Fourier transformation of the.coordinate part of the 
wave. function. The wave function in the laboratory reference system is 
found by subsequent application of the Galilean transformation. In the 
limit, when the grating has a high velocity V and its period is 2a; the 
value of T = 2a/V remaining constant, one readily arrives at the formula 
(2),(3), given above. In the same way was a solution found, also, for.the 
phase grating. 

It has been shown in [9],[5] that a solution can be found without 
invoking the precise solution of the Schrodinger equation with the cor
responding time-dependent potential, in the case of a monochromatic 
neutron beam under periodic influence. Consider the action. of some 
device located at the origin of the reference system being a periodic 
variation of the amplitude or phase of the initial plane wave. Then, at 
small distances from this device the wave function .will have the form: 

1j;(x, t) = f(t)ei(k:r:-wt), k-1 < x ~.vT (4) 

wh'ere f(t), generally, is a>complex f~riction of period T, and v is the 
n,eutron velocity. Representing J(t) in the form of a Fourier expansion 
over the frequencies nO, · 

00 

f(t)= E Cne-innt, 
n=-oo 

we obtain for x > 0: 

CT= ·21r 
T' (5) 

00 00 

1/J(x, t) = L Cnei(k:r:-wt)ei(kn-k):r:e-inr!t = E Cnei(k~:r:-wnt)
1 

(6) 
n=-oo n=-oo 

where 

. Wn =: w + nO, kn= k(l +n,)1/ 2, 1 = 0/w ~ l. (7) 

We shalhtermthefunction f{t)the modulation·flinction. It is readily 
seen that in-the case of 3:µ absorbing.chopper: and a rectangular modu

_ lation function we arrive at expression {2); 
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I 3 • N eutrori reflection from an oscillating potential 

The above arguments make it easy to obtain a solution of the problem for 
neutrons reflected from an oscillating potential barrier. In the stationary 
case, the amplitude r of the wave reflected from a potential U is given 
by the usual solution of the stationary Schrodinger equation. In the 
case of a time-dependent potential the amplitude r( t) is also readily 
found by formal substitution of the quantity U( t) into the corresponding 
expression for the amplitude, The state characterizing the reflected wave 
is a 1superposition of coherent waves, the amplitudes of which are the 
Fourier coefficients of the function. r( t). 

Now consider the most simple, although important from a practical 
point of view, example of the reflection of neutrons from a mirror char
acterized by a variable potential. Its constant part is just the optical 
potential 

21rh2 

Uopt = -Nb, (8) m . 

where N is the nuclear density, b is the coherent scattering length, and m 
is the neutron mass. It is natural to assume the time-dependent part of 
the potential u( t) to be determined by the int'eraction related to the spin 
orientation. In the simplest case this is just the magnetic interaction (4]: 

u(t) = [,,(£113)], (9) 

where , is the neutron gyromagnetic ratio, if is the spin operator, B 
is the magnetic induction of the· material of which the ~irror is made. 
The time dependence may be either related to rapid changes of. spin 
orientation or, in the case of a ferro-magnetic mirror, to remagnetization 
of the material of the mirror. We have: 

r(t) = vE-JE- Uopt - u(t) 
vE + JE-Uopt :_ u(t)' 

(10) 

where E is the neutron energy. Hence; the wave function:of the state 
q>rresponding to reflected waves is 

;'- -- • • r ' • 

1/J;(x,t)= I: C.nei(k;.x~i.int), ,(11) 
n=-oo 
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·,· , 1. T • . ., . 

Cn ~ rlo r(t)ernntdt; . (12) 

Hitherto we implicitli assumed the neutrons to be normally incident 
upon the -medium. In this case, noticeable. neutron reflection occurs, if 
the neutron energy E is at least not too higli, as compared ,vith the 
optical potential, i.e: in the case of UCN. ·The above calculations ai1d 
arguments are, naturally, also valid in the case of thermal or cold neu
trons exhibiting grazing incidence on the mirror. Iir this case the normal 
component 'k1. and the quantity 

h2 
E - k2 

P.- 2m J.· 

must be substituted for the wave number k and the energy E, respec
tively, in all'the ~hove exp;essions. Thus, in a~tordance with (6),(7) the 
reflection results in a set. of reflected waves with differing normal wave 
number compo1~ents. . -

. [ (2mH)] 
1
/

2 

k l.n = kl. l + n hkl · , (13) 

where k .t corresponds-to the wave number of the ,incident wave. 
Invadance with respect to translation along the surface of the mirror 

obviously results in the longitudinal component of the wave vector not 
changing, when reflection occurs. Consequently, reflected waves corre
sponding to various satellites will exhibit different reflection angles and 
energies. The picture that arises can be iUustr':ted by Fig.2: . 

?::::::aa &ff 
Figure 2_: Quantum reflection. 

It seems extremely 'similar_ to diffraction on a plane grati1ig. This 
similarity, however, is purely-superficial. Ordinary spatial diffract.ion is 
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determined by mutual Fourier transformations of coordinates and wave 
numbers, which is reflected in the terminology, where the concepts of 
quasi-moment1;1m and inverse lattice vector are usual. Correspondingly, 
the difference between the wave vectors of any adjacent diffractive ar
rangements ~_epresents the inverse lattice vector. In the c;µ,e_ considere1, 
the adjoined variables of the Fourier transformation are. time and fre
q~~ncy (a~d, consequently, energy,also). Alrthe components of the 
wav~.'pattern of a.s~~te resulting from refle~tion pertain. to a s_ole quasi
energy. The energy of adjacent satellites differs by the quantity hO, while 
the difference between their wave numbers is essentially dependent upon 
the order n. We shall term this phenomenon "quantum reflection". 

4 The possibility of experimental observation · 
· ,· ,·1 ... ,, ' • , ',._' ' , -' ,.i,: '· ' 

The concrete form of the dependence u( t) and, consequently, of r( t)° i~ 
determined by the experimental conditions. For definiteness and for sim~ 
plifying the calculations we shall deal with the case of. a ferromagnetic 
mirror magnetized up to saturation and assume the orientation of mag-
netization to change ·after a time T/2 and the remagnetization time to be 
significantly shorter, than T. Then the quantity r(t) is constant during 
a semi-period and is determined by.the expression: · 

• .. (t) _ /Ep- JEp
0

-: Uopt ± µB 
r ± - -'-;====----''-=======, 

. - /Ep+JEp~ Uopt±µB 
(14) 

where µ is the magnetic moment of the neutron. In this case, the calcula
tion of the Fourier coefficients in (12) becomes trivial, and the intensities 
of the respective partial waves are given by the relations: 

1Col2= lr++r-12 
4 ' 

1Cnl2= lr+-r-12 
1r2(2n-1)2" 

(15) 

.;,.· ..... • . ., ~.1.,,c-•";, ;·/,,·~•i;_-,~-; .. :·.:.\, i '"~\i'.-.'i_:t,-.':/·'\ 

The intensities of reflected waves of the zeroth (specular reflection) 
and first orders are plotted in Fig.3 versus the normal component of the 
incident neutron velocity. The latter is represented in arbitrary units 
vJ./v6, where 

vb= J2Uopt/m. 
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A typical value of U0p1=150neViis assumed for the optical,potential. 
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Figure 3: .The intensities of reflected waves 
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As one can.see from (15), ~he intensities of waves,?{ high~r orders just 
decrease as the squares of odd numbers, so they are not presented in th~. 
plot. We note that the region, where the intensity of first-order waves 
rises, corresponds to neutron energies lower than the p9tential barrieL 
In this case, total external reflection occurs, Ir+ 12 ;::; ·1r .'.: 12 ~ i/and the 
quantum effects are only related to phase modulation of the reflected 

!,\\< , . •. ,., ; ., ' - " 

wave... _ _ _ , ,. •· .- ,. _ .. __ · . 
As it was to be expected, the intensity of satellites depends on _the 

magnetic induction, i.e. on the depth of ~odulati~ri.:;·The inten~ity of the 
closest satellites amounts to ten-twenty p~rcent in the c:~e of~ rel_atively; 
low· (2-3Kgauss) magnetic.induction of theni.ediuni, so .?bservati~~/of the 
phenomenon will present no difficulty: .if _the usuai technique of µei{tron. 
reflectomet~y is applied. Of course/ii is, 'the~, ·~~cessary to provid~ the' 
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conditions for sep.aration in space of the specular component (zeroth 
order) from the satellites. The angular distribution of reflected waves is 
given by the relation 

a~ tga = k.1. [1 + n (2m0)} 1
/2 

k II hk2 ' .l.. 
k11 ~ k, (16) 

In neutron reflectometry the results are conventionally presented-in 
the form of the dependence of the reflected wave intensity on the mo
mentum t:r;ansfer Q -::t. 2k.1. . Consequently, for estimating to what extent 
the experiment is realistic, one can take advantage of the resolution ex
pressed in terms of Q, instead of the angular resolution. Then, 

8Q 8k.1. 8a hO 
. Q -::t. k .1. -::t. a -::t. 2Ep ' 

271" f' n=r=21r, (17) 

where f is the frequency. Since the maximum effect occurs in the 
vidnity of Ep ~ Uopt ~ 150ne V, the following resolution is required at a 
remagnetization ( or polarization reversal) frequency 5MHz, as one can 
see from (17): 

8QfQ -::t.0.07, 

which is quite within the range of resolutions exhibited by ordinary re-
flectorineters. ' 

5.· Discussion 

Experimental obs~rvation of a new quant~m effect, such as, for inst~~e, 
the quantum reflection of neutrons considered above, is evidently of great 
interest in it's own viitue: One may, however, try to foresee the. possible 
applica~ions of the- said effect. First of an,· we note that quantum refl~c~ 
t1oii re~ults in coherent· separation. of the beams~ . In 'essen~·e,. this gives 
rise to the possibility of creating·~ neutrci~ interferomet.er based on a new_ 
principle. The arrangement of thi;- d~vice ma); b~ quite ~imilar to th.at 

8 

. of an interferometer based on diffraction gratings [10]. Such a proposal 
has already been discussed in connection with the observed division of a 
wave undergoing reflection from a vibrating surface [11]. We note that 
the ·authors of the latter reference claim that such interferometers, being 
based on non-stationary quantum phenomena, may, in principle, provide 
an experimental answer to the question, whether a neutron wave packet 
is a srtperposition ·of states or only their non-coherent mixture. It has 
been shown, previously, that conventional interferometers are essentially 
not capable of distinguishing between these two possibilities [12]. 

Quantum reflection may turn out to be· useful for the development 
of new techniques for magnetic. studies. in neutron reflectomet.ry. We 
note that in such studies it has recently become traditional to measure 
the spin depen,dence of the reflection curve, or of the so-called polar
ization ratio. However, quite often the difference between the reflection 
coefficients of two spin components is insignificant, so a comparatively 
small effect has to be measured .. Dealing only with satellites, the origin 
of which is itself related to the difference between the reflection ampli
tudes of spin components, may lead to an essential improvement of the 
situation: 
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IO, 

OpnHnMaeTcsi noAnHcKa Ha npenpHHTbl, coo6mennsi O6oeAHHeHHoro 

HHCTHTYTa si]lepHbIX HCCJieAOBaHHH 11 <<KpaTKHe coo6meHHSI OH51I1». 

YcTaHOBJieHa CJICAYIOmasi CTOHMOCTb noAnHCKH Ha 12 MeCSlll,eB Ha H3AaHHSI 

OHSIH, BKJIIOllaSI nepeCblJIKY, no OTAeJibHblM TeMaTHlleCKHM KaTeropHSIM: 

HHAeKc TeMUTHKa 

1. 3KcnepnMeHTaJibHaSI q>H3HKU BblCOKHX 3Heprni1: 

2. TeopeTHlleCKaSI q>H3HKa BblCOKHX 3HeprHH 

3. 3KcnepnMeHTaJibHUSI HeHTpOHHaSI <pH3HKU 

4. TeopeTHlleCKUSI <pH3HKa HH3KHX 3HepmH 

5. MaTeMaTHKa 

6. Sl)lepHasi cneKTpocKonnsi 11 pa~11oxHMHS1 

7. cJ>H3HKa TSl)KeJiblX HOHOB 

8. KpHOreHHKU 

9. YcKopnTenn 

10. ABTOMUTH3lll.(HSI o6pa60TKH 3KCnep«MeHTUJlbHblX AUHHblX 

11. BbillHCJIHTeJihHaSI MaTeMUTHKa n TeXHHKa 

12. XHMHSI 

13. TeXHHKll q>H3HlleCKOro 3KCnepnMeHTa 

U.eHa noAnHCKH 

Ha fOA 

915 p. 

247Op. 

365 p. 

73S'p. 

460p. 

275p. 

185 p. 

185 p. 

460.p: 

560 p. 

560p. 

90 p. 

720p. 

14; McCJie){OBllHHSI TBep)lbIX TeJI H )KHAKOCTett SIAepHblMH MeTO){UMH 460,p. 

15. 3KcnepHMeHTaJibHUSI q>H3ttKa stAepttblX peaKUHtt 

npH HH3KHX 3Hepmsix 

16. ,ll.03HMeTpHS1 H <pH3HKU 3Ulll.HTbl 

17. TeopHSI KOHAeHcHpOB!IHHOro C0CTOSIHHSI 

18. HcnoJib30BaHHe pe3yJibTaT0B ·· 

H MeTOAOB (pYHAUMeHTaJlbHblX
0

(pH3HtieCKHX HCCJieAOBUHHH 

a CMe)l{HblX o6JiaCTSIX HUYKH n TeXHHKH . 

19. 6HOq>H3HKll 

<<KpaTKHe coo6meunsi OH51I1» (6 BbmycKoB) 

460 p. 

90 p. 

365 p. 

90 p. 

185 p. 

560 p. 

· TToAnHCKa M0)KeT 6b1Tb ocpopMJieHa c n10Goro Mecsiua roAa. 

flo BCeM BOilpOCllM ocpopMJieHHSI no)lnHCKH CJie)lyeT 06p~1ii(aTbCSI B H3AU

TeJibCKTHH OTAeJI 01151H no HApecy: 141980, r.,ll.y6Ha;' MoCK0BCKOH o6micTH 



<l>paHK A.M., AMaH)J;)KOJIOBa ,lJ:.B. 
KBaHTOBOe 0Tpa)KeH11e HeiiTpOHOB 

E3-93-418 

PaCCMOTpeHa 3ap;a11a OTpa)KeHH.Sl HeHTPOHOB OT Bem;eCTBa C OCD;WIJIHpy10-
IIJ;HM IlOTeHD;HaJIOM. CoCTO.SlHHe OTpa)KeHHOH BOJIHbl npep;CTaBJI.SleT co6o:ii cy
nepn03HIJ;HIO KorepeHTHblX BOJIH C pa3JIH'laIOm;HMHC.Sl HOpMaJibHblMH KOMilO
HeHTaMH BOJIHOBblX 'lHCeJI H ::mepm.SIMH. IlpH OTpa)KeHHH TeITJIOBblX H XOJIOJJ;
HhIX HeHTPOHOB 3TH BOJIHbl pa3JJ;eJI.SlIOTC.Sl B npoCTpaHCTBe. O6cy)KJJ;aeTC.Sl 
B03MO)KHOCTb SKCnepHMeHTa no Ha6JIIOJJ;eHHIO STOro .SlBJieHH.Sl H B03M0)KHble 
npHMeHeHH.Sl B HeihpoHHOH peq)]IeKTOMeTpHH H HHTep<t>epoMeTpHH. 

Pa6oTa BblITOJIHeHa B Jla6opaTOpHH HeiiTpoHHOH <PH3HKH HM. M.M.<l>paHKa 
OIUIM. 
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The problem of neutron reflection from a medium with an oscillating 
potential is considered. The reflected wave state represents a superposition of 
coherent waves of various normal wave number components and energies. When 
thermal and cold neutrons are reflected, these waves are separated in space. 
Possible experimental observation of this phenomenon and, also, possible 
applications in reflectometry and interferometry are discussed. 

The investigation has been performed at the Frank Laboratory of Neutron 
Physics, JINR. 
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